Bar and Rental 10/8/19
7pm-8:55pm
OIC - Roger Crook
Co Chairs - Mike Stocknoff and Scot Desort
In attendance: Roger Crook, Scot Desort, Kristen Neu, Charlie Bogusat,
Mike Ilardi, Tommy Alameda
1. Discussed Stoli Night – income was $1942, more than expected.
Committee feels that we should always schedule 2 bartenders for
special events like this to avoid situations where the bar is too busy
to deal with crowd effectively with 1 bartender
2. Discussed upcoming tap takeover with Cricket Hill on Friday night,
and future takeovers. Will email Phyllis to look for 2nd bartender to
assist
3. Guinness – very successful so far. 3 half-kegs used so far in 2
weekends. Committee agreed to keep current price of $6 for 20oz
pour.
4. Reviewed possibly purchasing 10oz beer glasses for higher ABV
beers. Will check with BFA as possible source so we can use our
credit.
5. Need to get tap locks for Tiffany beer tower ASAP
6. Have excess Rolling Rock. Will have RR special $2 pints/$6
pitchers to try to use it up
7. Presentation by Melanie of Melanie’s Custom Coverings for rollup
shades for Gold Bar windows.
8. Committee vote to hire Melanie’s Custom Coverings to provide and
install custom rollup shades for all Gold Bar windows for a total of
$1979.05. Money to come from Country Club. Votes: 6 yes, 0 no, 0
abstentions.
9. Discussed cleaning of beer lines. Charlie will see if Nick the beer
guy has recommendations for timing and cleaning of the lines.
Phyllis to reach out to beer distributors to see if they will do for free.

10. Discussed cleaning of soda system. Scot will send videos to
charlie on how to properly clean guns and the bag connectors in
the basement.
11. Discussed bar attendance at Monday Night Football so far
12. Discussed trivia night. Saturday nights after the holidays. Kristen
knows someone who will do the whole thing, host, provide
questions, and has his own sound system. She will get his price.
Committee agrees spending up to $100 for 90min-2 hours of his
time is reasonable.
13. Discussed digital signage for bar – to put in place on brick wall.
Scot found service that costs $20 a month (we provide TV). Will
look for other similar services. Possibly offer ad space to offset
monthly cost.
14. Bar will be open the Wednesday before Thanksgiving. Will
connect with Phyllis to verify bartender coverage (2), also post in
newsletter and social media
15. Discussed having lists of food delivery options (no menus)
available at the bar. Possibly put on the digital sign and Gold Bar
facebook page
16. Discussed current need for additional bartender. Committee
agrees with the need. Will reach out to bartender that was
recently interviewed. Also ask Laurie to place ad
17. Discussed ways to control patrons who come into the bar during
private events. Bartenders should be educated to politely advise
patrons that the bar is for a private event and politely ask patron
to come back later when the bar is open to the public. Also put
signs up on the bar doors. Perhaps we can have some laminated
so they can be re-used.
18.
Look at ways to expedite refunds of rental deposits
19. Look at other entertainment options to have during the winter.
Possibly music (soloist or duo), for a modest fee, and they can
place tip jar out. Scot to reach out to Christy, Kristen will also
reach out for interest.

